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My man Lupe asked me... a freestyle?
kick some massive freestyle
A lot of massive freestyle
I'm just saying! 
So freestyle, yeah! 

I absorb this energy, refer to my memory and scenes
and lines and rhymes
So put together for these times
Right off the top like suicide jumpers landing on your
block, uh
I do pauses like that, I do... to stretch
... more like a suggestion, but maybe is the truth
Still falling off the roof, uh
Thought I was dead, no then I hit the ground
Call the police and hit the pound
Is 911 when when you... 
Is a lot around when... the fun
See I do it like my flows and I was a 92
And I was in school and I was rapping like ghost face
killer with a higher... 
With a... and the megaphone zone
Can't nobody stop when the dread is gone along
So I'mma keep the... and never said... 
The beer be the poison and the food and the liquor
And you watch and study the moves of the niggers
From the back with the jungles on attack
With the Mac tucked in with the strap, bring it back
Uh, see I do it, but I feel it when it's done
And then when I comment then you run
See I messed up dear, but then the best up here
I try to do that... fear and say
Moving like a movement dude, me and you
Me and him is me and him two and two
Four and four math don't work, but the... don't work
so I wash it in the shower for an hour
But the rain is still is... any lines, many times
Any rhymes that I kick or I commit
Like a murder serving shit, hit you like a burglar
... when I'm sneaking through the back with your purse
sir
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And that's a man with a lady bag, 
Maybe drag, maybe fat
But no less homo, no zone goes deeper than mine
when I'm in time... and commit crimes every time when
I'm... 
The New York flow is kicking in... 
So I'm like President Obama when I'm ripping it
Maybe a terrorist, maybe embarrasses us
But never scaring us, and everything is... 
... is more better, and can't nobody be stop when I
score
A sweater like a booster, when I'm jumping I'm a polo
on... 
You can call me what I am like... I'm a... 
So word to the homie and the hero never zero
And I move and I disappear, representing like... in court
You're still might lose! 
I get punch, but I still don't bruise
Fly like that cat, semi-automatic attack
The raps, and they give... to everybody back in the day
But that's more than no... when I'm flowing in
Everybody trying to... but I'm shocked, I'm going in! 
Shout the... two times, two rhymes, funk master flex.
And... and I'm still Ramadan
My momma blind, and everybody dropping bombs
Buum! and let's do it like nuclear war... 
Is full of these lyrics and spiritual
Can't nobody stop the massive attack when the rap is
so lyrical
Uh, and then I bless up and... 
When I come through, you better put your vest up
Cause chest shots ain't coming more like for the dawn
And I rap like it's going home
Like... it's going home, like it's flowing on beaten
Broken bones... stick to your football track... and
attacking it and... 
Can't nobody stack to this
You can't stack up and back up
Rest in peace till my brother S Cole is... we let you see
us
Some... some so deliverance
Said it when I be kicking it, spitting it and ripping it
See, that's a... and fair like I don't care
But I still rock like I'm the player of the year
So I shout to the best and I move you around like the...
to the Brooklyn
Shook it! Can't nobody stop it, 
Can't take it where I took you
And if you want more then just push it, and I'll be there
Rocking, kicking the head, and then just split it
Ripping it down and doing things



And I might give you a pound but if the phone don't
ring, don't be mad! 
Homie just be sad cause you're missing out
I'm giving out more knowledge to drop it
It's like school and the college and the university is like
the... 
And rhyming, we're rhyming wits, trying to drop a dime
in this
With a dime and glits, ring black hammer
Keep it rolling round... 
I'mma run around stunning on you and your crew
So I bless you to do something
Never step... and I might have to rep you cousin! 
And best believe we had fun from on top... and homie
keep rocking!
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